
WHY take the product B17 therapy 500 mg:
  The maximal content of B17 in a capsule.
  The high effi  ciency in the organism.
  Easy to use - 1 capsule a day.
  It is suitable to supplement the conventional practices in health complications.

therapy
THE NATURAL DEFENCE OF CELLS1

THE STRONGEST

B17

The oncologists from around the world 
are interested in this substance.



THE NATURAL DEFENCE OF CELLS1

therapy

The unique formula of product B17 therapy 500 mg 
contains the unique combination of ingredients, besi-
des selenium which contributes to: 

protect cells from oxidative stress1, 
the normal functioning of the immune system, 
normal thyroid activity.

WHAT MAKES THIS INGREDIENT B17 UNIQUE?
A wide range studies deal with the  utility of ingredient B17. Detail on this topic deals mainly with E. Griffi  n in his book entitled 
„A World Without Cancer“. The fi rst public information about amygdalin (B17) took care of surgeon Robert McCarrison, which 
r. 1922 wrote the fi rst public and comprehensive article on this substance. 

US chemist Ernest Krebs professionally described the eff ects amygdaline in 1950 after many years of scientifi c studies. It is actually 
a natural therapeutic agent, which he called as vitamin B17 and its purifi ed form called Laetrile. The basis for eff ective action is the 
ability to effi  ciently dispose of this material only cancer cells and leave healthy tissue completely untouched. .

FUNCTIONING MECHANISM:
PAfter ingestion of B17 in its pure, purifi ed form of the substance passes unchanged in the stomach. In the intestines occurs only 
partial decomposition B17 and a high percentage of the substance gets into the bloodstream. His right eff ect while depends on 
two important enzymes. Rhodanaza enzyme is present in every cell of healthy tissues (mainly the liver), but completely lacking in 
the contested mutated tissue. Another is the enzyme beta-glucosidase, which is in a large amount is present in the carcinoma. 
Healthy tissue it contains less than about 500-1000x infected tissue. 

However the mechanism of action is that the cyanide contained in the substance B17 is automatically released directly in infected 
cells due to enzyme, beta-glucosidase, which is aff ected cells contained. Free molecules of cyanide immediately destroys only the 
cells alone cancer. Those that fall outside are completely neutralized by an enzyme rhodanaza harmless thiocyanate. Unhealthy 
cells therefore have no defense against the liquidation eff ect of cyanide.

In the body of the infected cell exists that would withstand the eff ect of such dimensions. This chemical reaction thus defi -
nitively mean the defi nitive end of each malignant cells.
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Dosage: 
1 capsule a day before meal. Drink plenty of water.

Warning: 
Not to be used in case of hypersensitivity to the ingredient. Do not exceed the recommended 
daily dosage. Not intended for children, pregnant and lactating women.

Content: 60 capsules

Nutritional Values:

Ingredients in 1 capsule RVI*
The extract of bitter apricot kernels 10:1 500 mg not specifi ed
1Selenium 16,5 μg 30 %

*RVI = Reference Value of Intake in 1 capsule

This material is intended for health professionals, not intended for the general public. This document has been developed and is responsible for the content of Swiss Pharmaceutical Investment Company.
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5 000 mg 
in a day dose


